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Abstract

This paper is dedicated to development model of information system to automate educational process based on the Faculty of Informatics and Computer Science at NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”. Existing educational systems of different higher education institutions had been studied; main realized functions of similar platforms were defined. As a result of research model, that enables insertion of students, teachers and other university personnel data, storing personal data and information about users’ scientific works, and also is able to be integrated into existing university information space, has been obtained.
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1. Introduction

Information system of educational process automatization allows to solve one key issue of informational technologies integration. We are suggesting simple and effective approach to building powerful educational process automatization system, and also demonstrating practical usage aspect in different educational process – that is the goal of this research paper.

Product examination includes forming base system structure, introducing new information solutions, that will allow maximum automatization of documents insertion process performed by teachers, will include effective feedback mechanism, will enable platform integration into modern social networks and the Faculty of Informatics and Computer Science at NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” information space – that lets simple and accessible connection between system users.

2. References analysis and work perspective

It is hard to integrate modern technologies into different life aspects in the world full of developed computer systems. In the area of education, it is very important to create automated user control system with possibility of effective usage in educational, documentation preparations processes [10]. Informational technologies usage allows creation such a powerful system, that greatly simplifies mechanism of educational process management in educational institutions [6]. Apart from that, mass usage of similar systems enables more effective educational process of modern youth, that is greatly digitalized, and also simplifies access to scientific works of many authors, which might unite education and tuition into a single management process [16]. This might become a revolution in modern education perception [12].
Let’s examine some examples of information educational management systems from different universities around the globe.

Work [18] presents multiple educational platforms of Russian educational institutions. Some examples of these systems are “Educational process quality management. Performance and attendance accounting” of Samara State Technical University, “Electronic university” of Kazan Federal University etc. Each of these systems realized only a part of base functionality, required for university work organization within separate information space. Most notable among them are platform for accounting students’ attendance and performance, subjects lists and corresponding curriculums formation, automatic time schedule generation based on tutors’ load [4, 7, 8].

Among other examples of introducing information educational management systems are multiple platforms developed in USA, e.g., information system from University of Colorado Boulder named “MyCUInfo”. In comparison to Russian information systems, such platforms have very similar students’ educational process management, but also has a list of additional functions that includes finances management, personal library access etc [15].

3. Research goals and tasks

This paper has a goal of information system to provide faculty with means of educational process automation architecture analysis and building. This also includes analysis and evaluation model of current provisions on educational process in at NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” for using it as a base for architecture creation.

Such a model requires according realization approach within some information system, that will be available for each educational process party: students, tutors, educational institution structural units etc. Another important factor is which software tools allow building a platform based on own model. Examination of such structural components is a task of this paper.

4. Research data and methods

Building effective educational process automatization involves solving multiple important problems. First of all, system should use modern information technology software tools to enable fast system access for each user, and also will effectively solve simultaneous access of significant users count. Secondly, this system should realize traditional information system creation model, which will serve as a base for different components to function properly. Thirdly, system should follow existing principles of educational process organization within specific educational institution.

Realization of this information system should take into consideration scalability issue, as users and database records count growth might lead to general system performance regression. Among other existing methods of computer systems scaling, the most suitable for current approach is horizontal scaling. During building distributed model system, which might be easily parallelized between different hardware units using containerization technologies and approach of creation modules as different
services, usage of such a technique will allow ease of scalability to support growing users and requests count [2].

Accordingly, the central system component is relational database, which enables effective data storage in tables, its view and modification in different parts of system through internal database connections. PostgreSQL was the choice of a specific SQL-like database management system, which is fast and powerful open-source solution with possibility to scale up or out as a result of an increase in users or requests count. Main system software component, that also serves as connection to database, is built using modern version of PHP programming language with application of Symfony framework, that uses MVC pattern while preserving SOLID principles during development cycle. Frontend interface of platform will be written in JavaScript, which is the most popular browser programming language, with framework React, that has lost of pre-build forms and components to use.

Apart from listed components realization, this platform will allow getting feedback between systems users. For this purpose, the most popular social networks (e.g., Telegram, Facebook, LinkedIn etc) will be integrated. Also, it is important to note, that platform should have relations with other university websites and information systems, and ideally these relations would be bidirectional. Thus, such a product will allow new program complex integration into a indivisible information space of faculty or even university in general.

As a result, system model is presented on fig. 1.

Fig. 1. High-level system structure and relations with university information space
5. Research results

Applying platform description from fig. 1 development of individual system components was performed in accordance with general structure. Also, as a result of research, it is possible to define practical usage of each separate component, that is a part of global platform.

According to platform description, four main components may be highlighted, that are main parts of system. However, they are not the only ones allowed as system anticipates usage of additional components that distinguish it among other similar products.

Connection between database and system users is performed through API (Application Programming Interface). Its goal is to provide convenient access to information, that is stored in database, and also to allow effective and simple management of it and additional system capabilities.

According to description, let’s define system sections as follows.

5.1. Structural section

Structural section of platform is responsible for building educational structure within university. Presented entities enable university components hierarchy creation in accordance to principles of educational process at NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” [17]. It is possible to design and realize a base for university educational components using given entities.

Structural section organization model is illustrated on fig. 2.
5.2. Administrative section

Administrative section of platform forms personnel structure, which is base unit working with platform. This section describes base entity of Person, and key roles of system users – Student and Tutor. Interaction of Person and different parts of platform is defined within connections of current section entities.

Thus, we’re having administrative section organization model on fig. 3.
5.3. Educational-methodical section

This section of system is responsible mainly for curriculum realization. Main component of this section is Curriculum (presented as Academic Plan), which is a base for planning subjects both for Students and for Tutors. Another component is Group, which unites Students, Subjects and Grades through Curriculum.

Educational-methodical section organization model is presented on fig. 4.
5.4. Scientific section

Scientific section is responsible for scientific publications structure, and also for storing students’ dissertations. Important component here is object storage, which performs uploading and storing documents inside of the system. Due to the nature of these files, it is unadvisable to keep them in traditional databases (both relational and NoSQL types) as it is relatively hard to effectively store and retrieve them, while their usually bigger size would mean additional load to the main component of the whole system. Apart from documents, other entities in this section include information of scientometric indicators of university tutors with possibility to extend them.

Scientific section organization model is presented on fig. 5.
6. Conclusions

Using faculty educational process automatization information system “KPI-Connect” has a number of advantages. First of all, described system implies dependent sequential structure Study direction – Specialty – Specialization and practically connected Qualification. Such an organization allows development of separate entity of Curriculum/Academic plan with possibility to develop automatic generation algorithm in future. Secondly, each key system component provides a possibility to create and generated highly convoluted entities based on universal entity of Person, then assign specific role to it, which will regulate available and visible information from user perspective. In virtue of this personnel organization, it is possible to uniquely and independently control each Person’s educational process. Thirdly, research involves designing and forming unified compound structure of Curriculum (Academic plan) – it combines Student, Tutor, Subject and Grade through single data entity, that creates fast and flexible connections between Tutor and Student: the first one is able to conveniently store big amounts of educational process information, the latter is able to retrieve only relevant parts of it.

Apart from that, obtained structure fully complies with principles of educational process organization at NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”. As a result of that, such system can complement educational process and help with its management. And finally, object storage organization enables means to automate process of checking dissertations and scientific papers for plagiarism and compliance with formal requirements with appropriate systems.

Fig. 5. Scientific section of system
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